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Kierkegaard said that faith without doubt is simply credulity, the will to believe too readily,
especially without adequate evidence, and that "in Doubt can Faith begin." All people involved in
spiritual practice, of whatever persuasion, must confront doubt at one time or another, and find a
way beyond it to belief, however temporary. But "faith is not equivalent to mere belief. Faith is the
condition of ultimate confidence that we have the capacity to follow the path of doubt to its end.
And courage."In this engaging spiritual memoir, Stephen Batchelor describes his own training,
first as a Tibetan Buddhist and then as a Zen practitioner, and his own direct struggles along his
path. "It is most uncanny that we are able to ask questions, for to question means to
acknowledge that we do not know something. But it is more than an acknowledgement: it
includes a yearning to confront an unknown and illuminate it through understanding.
Questioning is a quest."Batchelor is a contemporary Buddhist teacher and writer, best known for
his secular or agnostic approach to Buddhism. He considers Buddhism to be a constantly
evolving culture of awakening rather than a religious system based on immutable dogmas and
beliefs. Buddhism has survived for the past 2,500 years because of its capacity to reinvent itself
in accord with the needs of the different Asian societies with which it has creatively interacted
throughout its history. As Buddhism encounters modernity, it enters a vital new phase of its
development. Through his writings, translations and teaching, Stephen engages in a critical
exploration of Buddhism's role in the modern world, which has earned him both condemnation
as a heretic and praise as a reformer.
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GroundAppendix — The Chinese LessonAfterwordNotesBibliographyPreface to the New
EditionThis twenty-fifth anniversary edition of The Faith to Doubt is a re-issue of the original
1990 Parallax Press text, which has been out of print for some years. Since Korean Buddhism is
better known today than it was when the book first appeared, I have decided to change the
Japanese term “Zen” for its Korean equivalent “S n.” I have also added an Afterword. Otherwise,
the text is identical. I am most grateful to Jack Shoemaker and the staff at Counterpoint Press for
making this book available to a new generation of readers.Stephen BatchelorAquitaine,
2014PrefaceThis short book was started during my stay in Songgwang Sa Monastery, Korea,
from 1981 through 1984. It is a collection of essays, quotations, journal entries and stories strung
together in an attempt to create a picture of one person’s encounter with Zen Buddhism.
Although chapters 3 through 7 were first drafted in Korea, chapters 1 and 2 were only written up
on my return to England. Thus a varied texture of thoughts and feelings, joys and sorrows, hopes
and doubts, introspective reflections and observations of the world, occasional insights and
bounteous confusions are spread across these pages.The Faith to Doubt continues an inquiry
that began with my previous book Alone With Others (1983), which arose out of an eight-year
training in the Gelugpa school of Tibetan Buddhism. I must emphasize that any reservations I
may express in this work about Tibetan Buddhism are conclusions reached in the course of my
own particular training and are not intended as a criticism of the Tibetan traditions as a whole,
about which I have limited knowledge. There are indeed meditative systems (such as
mahamudra and dzog-chen) in Tibetan Buddhism which in many respects resemble Zen. The
main reason for my not having pursued those forms of meditation is given in chapter 2.Likewise,
this book is not intended to be a conclusive or a comprehensive account of Zen Buddhism. It too
is a personal interpretation, largely informed by the Korean Zen tradition, in particular the branch
of that tradition based on the teachings of Chinul. Above all, what I have written here is merely



an account of a stage on a longer journey.I am most grateful to the monks of Songgwang Sa
Monastery for putting up with me for nearly four years and providing the peace and quiet needed
to meditate, think and write. Since my return to England I have received many helpful criticisms
from friends who have read various drafts. In particular I would like to thank Hans Ludin, the late
Michael Campbell, Therese Fitzgerald, and Arnie Kotler for their comments. Above all I am
indebted to my teacher the late Ven. Kusan Sunim, a true man of Zen. For an authoritative
account of Korean Zen Buddhism, the reader is encouraged to read his book The Way of
Korean Zen (Weatherhill, 1985).—Stephen Batchelor Vesak, 2532 (1989)Sharpham, Devon,
England“Ah!”—The Perfection of Wisdom Discourse in One LetterFor Songil1Question and
ResponseThe way of the Buddha is a living response to a living question. Yet whenever it has
become institutionalized its vital response has become a well-formulated answer. The seemingly
important task of preserving a particular set of answers often causes the very questions which
gave rise to those answers to be forgotten. Then the lucid answers Buddhism provides are cut
off from the stammering voice that asks the questions.The question we ask can only be clumsily
phrased in words, for our very existence declares itself to us as a question. Birth, sickness,
aging, and death are the mute, imperative voices of this question that beckon us along a path. To
be vital, this path can never stray from the ground of its question, it can never rest content with
any answer. The path leads not to a coherent answer but to a series of responses as inarticulate
as the question.Once we find something to believe in, it is easy to forget the original question.
But instead of acquiescing in the security of belief, we can intensify the sense of doubt. Belief,
whether in a teacher, a doctrine, or even one’s own experience, retreats from the questions
behind a shield of protective views and concepts. But the person who questions lies open and
exposed, prepared for the unpredictability of the moment.Such questioning is not restricted to
intellectual inquiry but engages the whole of our body and mind. “You must concentrate day and
night,” urges the Gateless Gate, “questioning yourself through every one of your 360 bones and
84,000 pores.”1That we are here at all is utterly uncanny yet remarkably ordinary. Our response
to this paradox is the doubt that probes the mystery of which our minds are the insignificant
center. Such doubt is a response that leads not to further knowledge about any particular thing
but to wisdom of the whole.How easy it is to lose ourselves in fascination with the uncanny and
forget the ordinariness of it all! The daily life that goes on around us is calling for a response. The
shining, inscrutable look in another’s eyes beckons us along a path. Animals, birds, trees,
grasses, rivers, and stones each call to us in their own mute voices. “Good snowflakes—they
don’t fall in any other place!” said Layman Pang. 2 Each moment a fresh and manifold situation is
given to us but how often do we retreat from it? How clearly do we listen to and heed its call?
Chandrakirti describes how the joy the bodhisattva experiences upon responding to a call for
help is not found even by the sage absorbed in the peace of nirvana.3 Such a response is
rooted in the heightened sense of interconnectedness with all that lives. It springs from the
awareness that we are not alone, reflecting the inescapable responsibility each part of life bears
towards the whole.Compassion is the natural response to this call; for compassion lies at the



heart of responsibility. We are responsible not merely for ourselves but for all that lives, for
everything that is capable of calling out to us. The path of compassion means to silence the roar
of our own internal chatter so as to be attentive to the gestures, hints, declarations, and appeals
of others. The response that comes from such attentiveness does not proceed from a sense of
what “should” or “ought” to be done, nor does it act with any thought of reward. “Although you act
in this way for others,” remarks Shantideva, “there is no sense of conceit or amazement. It is just
like feeding yourself; you hope for nothing in return.”4 The way of the Buddha teaches the union
of wisdom and compassion (corresponding to the paradoxical unity of mysterious emptiness
and vivid appearances) as the most appropriate response to life. But this response is not apart
from life. It has its roots in the very questions that existence poses, just as the lotus that emerges
unstained by the mud out of which it grows.The form Buddhism assumes is likewise a response
to the situation in which it finds itself. No one can dictate or predict such a form; for it comes into
being independent of any individual’s design. Each cultural and historical occasion is a unique
question that provokes a unique response. All we can do is to keep to the path that beckons. “For
us, there is only the trying, the rest is not our business.”52The Faith to DoubtShortly after I was
ordained as a Tibetan Buddhist monk, my faith in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition was put into
doubt. At the time I was living in Dharamsala, North India, the home-in-exile of the Dalai Lama,
where I was studying the doctrines of Indian Mahayana Buddhism under the guidance of
Tibetan lamas of the Gelugpa order. This doctrinal study was neither dry nor academic—it was
combined with daily meditative reflection on the themes taught, and enhanced by prayer and the
recitation of tantric sadhanas involving visualization and mantras.That summer, the institute in
which I was studying hosted an insight meditation (vipassana) retreat led by U Goenka, the well-
known Indian teacher from the Burmese tradition of U Ba Khin. The method of meditation taught
by Goenka is a highly effective technique of developing concentrated mindfulness of body-
sensations and feelings, viewed in their aspects of being impermanent, unsatisfactory, and
selfless. This retreat had an overwhelming impact on me. Within the short period of ten days my
consciousness was unquestionably altered, and I gained direct experiential insights into the
meaning of the Buddhist teachings unlike anything I had ever realized through the methods
taught by my Tibetan teachers.This experience made me question some of the basic claims of
the Tibetan lamas. The Tibetans maintain that their tradition alone preserves all the teachings of
Buddhism: Hinayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana. Goenka referred to the Buddha’s Discourse on
the Foundations of Mindfulness (Satipatthana Sutta) as the basis for much of what he taught, in
particular the famous line: “This is the only way, Bhikkhus, for the purification of beings, for the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the destruction of suffering and grief, for reaching the
right path, for the attainment of Nibbana, namely the four foundations of mindfulness.”1 If the
Tibetan claim were correct, then this statement should be able to be corroborated by the Tibetan
translation of the discourse. But this basic text, which exists in Pali and in a Chinese translation
from a lost Sanskrit version, was never translated into Tibetan.Moreover, such systematic
practice of mindfulness was not preserved in the Tibetan traditions. The Gelugpa lamas know



about such methods and can point to long descriptions of mindfulness in their Abhidharma
works, but the living application of the practice has largely been lost. (Only in dzog-chen, with
the idea of “awareness” (rig.pa.) do we find something similar.) For many Tibetans the very term
“mindfulness” (sati in Pali), rendered in Tibetan by dran.pa., has come to be understood almost
exclusively as “memory” or “recollection.”Around this time I also came across the Buddha’s
exhortations in the Discourse to the Kalamas (Kalama Sutta), which was likewise not translated
into Tibetan. “Yes, Kalamas,” declared the Buddha, “it is proper that you have doubt, that you
have perplexity, for a doubt has arisen in a matter which is doubtful. Now, look you Kalamas, do
not be led by reports, or tradition, or hearsay. Be not led by the authority of religious texts, nor by
mere logic or inference, nor by considering appearances, nor by the delight in speculative
opinions, nor by seeming possibilities, nor by the idea: ‘this is our teacher.’ But, O Kalamas,
when you know for yourselves that certain things are unwholesome and wrong, and bad, then
give them up . . . And when you know for yourselves that certain things are wholesome and
good, then accept them and follow them.”2Just as Tibet was a country sealed off both by its
geography and its political intentions, so is Tibetan Buddhism a sealed, hermetic system of
thought and practice that makes excellent sense if studied in its own terms but gets problematic
if looked at from outside its own parameters. One of the main aims of the lamas is to convince
the student to take the leap of faith from the outside into the interior. Once inside the system,
there is no room for doubt. The teacher is enlightened, the path complete and perfect.
Everything you need to know has been accounted for; it is just a matter of putting the teachings
into practice. My newly found commitment to the practice of mindfulness put at least one of my
feet on the outside again, and consequently I gained the security to entertain doubts. Although
my Tibetan preceptors did not encourage this interest, they did tolerate it; after all, it was another
form of Buddhism. For myself, I felt stronger in my Buddhist faith, but this very strength started to
undermine my need to feel devoted to any one of its many traditions.Shortly before I left
Dharamsala I had an experience that I would hesitate to call mystical, but for which I can find no
better term. This is how I wrote it down: I was walking through a pine forest, returning to my hut
along a narrow path trodden into the steep slope of the hillside. I struggled forward carrying a
blue plastic bucket filled with fresh water that I had just collected from a source at the upper end
of the valley. I was then suddenly brought to a halt by the up-surge of an overwhelming sense of
the sheer mystery of everything. It was as though I were lifted up onto the crest of a shivering
wave which abruptly swelled from the ocean that was life itself. How is it that people can be
unaware of this most obvious question? I asked myself. How can anyone pass their life without
responding to it? This experience lasted in its full intensity for only a few minutes. It was not an
illumination in which some final, mystical truth became momentarily very clear. For it gave me no
answers. It only revealed the massiveness of the question.From that time on my practice of
Buddhism has been one of unravelling the perception of life and the world revealed in those
moments. One thing that became abundantly clear to me then was that the Buddhist path was
only a means to an end. As in the beautiful parable of the raft, the Dharma is merely a temporary



device to get you from one side of a river to another. Its meaning is completely distorted if it is
raised to the status of an end in itself. For myself, the end for which the Buddhist path is a means
can only be the penetration of this mystery of being thrown into birth only to be ejected again at
death.As hard as I tried, I could not find any teachings in Tibetan Buddhism that acknowledged
or spoke of this kind of experience. The first thing I realized was that the Tibetan language did
not have the capacity to express such ideas. I could find no way in Tibetan to express: “I
experienced all things to be essentially mysterious” or “life is a question demanding a response.”
Above all I could find no way to talk of doubt as the radical basis of spiritual life. Initially, I
presumed that my knowledge of the Tibetan language was insufficient. So I continued studying it
in the hope of gaining the proficiency needed to express these questions.I had consciously
started my studies of classical and colloquial Tibetan with the aim of being able to ask the lamas
whatever questions I wanted. What I discovered was that this was an unrealizable goal. There
are some things that simply cannot be expressed in Tibetan. “Alienation,” for example, makes
perfect sense for a Westerner, but try and get the idea across to a Tibetan lama. Yet what I
discovered from learning a language as distant from my own as Tibetan was perhaps more
important. I discovered the limits of a language, the limits of a way of thinking; I discovered what
questions could and what questions could not be asked.In spite of these growing doubts, my
faith in the Tibetan tradition remained strong. After three years study in Dharamsala, I went to
Switzerland with my teacher Geshé Rabten to further my studies of Buddhist philosophy and
debate. Being in a European culture stimulated an interest in Western philosophy, psychology,
and theology. I became intrigued by the existentialists, in particular by the ways in which
existentialist concepts were used to understand religious experience. What motivated much of
this interest was my desire to find someone who spoke in a language that would clarify my
experience on the mountainside in Dharamsala. It was with great joy that I came across the
Jewish philosopher Martin Buber. A passage in his book I and Thou struck to the core of what I
had experienced:The world which appears to you in this way is unreliable, for it appears always
new to you, and you cannot take it by its word. It lacks density, for everything in it permeates
everything else. It lacks duration, for it comes even when not called and vanishes even when you
cling to it. It cannot be surveyed: if you try to make it surveyable, you lose it. It comes—comes to
fetch you—and if it does not reach you or encounter you it vanishes, but it comes again
transformed. It does not stand outside you, it touches your ground. It does not help you to
survive; it only helps you to have intimations of eternity.3It was not until I delved into the Chinese
tradition that I began to find passages from Buddhist texts—Zen and Hua Yen—that had the
same resonance.These extracurricular studies began to absorb me more than much of what I
was studying with Geshé Rabten. I found myself in a position once again where I was
simultaneously both inside and outside the Tibetan tradition—not a very comfortable position to
be in. Inevitably it gave rise to further doubts about the claims of the Tibetans. For I had naively
started this course in logic and debate through heeding the claims of the lamas that reason
alone could prove the truth of many Buddhist axioms: the infallibility of the Buddha, rebirth,



emptiness, and so on.What I realized in the end was that, despite all the claims, reason was
subordinate to faith. In other words: you only set out to prove what you have already decided to
believe. As a Westerner I had assumed, wrongly it turned out, that the Tibetans saw logic as I
had been taught to see it: as a Socratic enquiry where you subject propositions to ruthless
analysis in order to discover whether they are true or false. The Tibetan Buddhist approach (like
that of the medieval schoolmen in Europe with regard to Christianity) is to analyze a point of
Buddhist doctrine in order to prove that it is true (or to analyze a point of non-Buddhist or inferior
Buddhist doctrine to prove that it is false). If the logic starts weakening, as in the “proof” of
previous lives, for example, then that’s too bad for the logic.There were now three factors
conspiring against my commitment to Tibetan Buddhism: the insights derived from my practice
of mindfulness, my experience in Dharamsala, and my critical views developed out of my studies
of existentialism and Western philosophy. Persevering with my Tibetan studies and practices in
this context gave rise to increasing inner conflict. This led me to undergo a course of Jungian
analysis in Zurich, which was extremely helpful, but also served to drive yet another wedge
between myself and the Tibetans. It was out of this situation that I decided to train in Zen.What I
was looking for was a practice of formless meditation and a place to train over an extended
period of time. But at that time I could not find a teacher within any of the Tibetan traditions who
taught such a practice without the embellishments of guru-devotion, tantric ritual, mantra,
visualization, and so on for which I felt little affinity. The Tibetan argument that such practices
were necessary as a basis for proceeding into the formless meditations of mahamudra or dzog-
chen were unconvincing. I only had to look at the Theravada or Zen systems to see that a
formless meditation was quite happily practiced without that basis. By this time I found it quite
impossible to accept the Tibetans’ critique of the other traditions and their own claims to
superiority. The lamas persisted in refuting only antiquated notions of the other Buddhist
traditions—notions which had been preserved in Tibet for centuries—but had little
understanding of the current condition of the schools they were criticizing.I had had an attraction
to Zen for years. I loved the aesthetic dimension, the paradoxes, the simplicity, the direct
earthiness of the tradition. But I’d also been repelled by much of what I had learned about it from
Japanese sources: the quasi-military strictness, a certain fascination with pain, and, frankly, a
kind of trivialization, whereby mystical paradox was routinely reduced to affectations of speech
and behavior.Finally, I was drawn to Songgwang Sa Monastery in South Korea. A friend, on
returning from a visit to the Far East, lent me a book called Nine Mountains by Kusan Sunim, the
resident Zen master at Songgwang Sa. Although I found much of this book incomprehensible, it
introduced me to the highly appealing idea of the cultivation of doubt as a meditative practice.As
far as I know, none of the Indian Buddhist traditions, either Theravadin or Tibetan, have
developed the notion of “doubt” in the sense it has acquired in Zen. The Chinese adage: “Great
doubt: great enlightenment / Little doubt: little enlightenment / No doubt: no enlightenment”
would make little sense for most traditional Tibetan lamas or Theravadin acharyas. Although the
Discourse to the Kalamas reminds us of the value of doubt, the Indian tradition has not



developed the theme of doubt any further.For the Indo-Tibetan schools of Buddhism doubt is
understood as something primarily negative. This understanding is reinforced by two traditions:
those of Dharmakirti and the Abhidharma. In Dharmakirti’s cognitive psychology, doubt is
defined as a mental factor that vacillates between two alternatives. It is uncertainty, indecision.
Its sole virtue is that it serves as a kind of hinge that allows invalid knowledge to swing over
towards valid knowledge. For example, the thought “I doubt that all things are impermanent but
perhaps they are” can swing over to “Everything probably is impermanent but I’m still not entirely
sure.” Such doubt is then resolved through belief (“I’m convinced that all things are
impermanent”), which acts as the necessary basis for pramana: an authoritative cognition of
what is actually the case.In the Abhidharma systems of all the Indian-based schools, doubt is
treated as a klesha, a disturbing psychological factor that clouds the clarity of mind and prevents
progress along the path. The Theravadins consider doubt as one of the five main hindrances to
meditation practice. Neither the Abhidharma nor the Pramana traditions encourage a positive
conception of doubt as found in Zen.Now listen to this account of doubt given by the 17th-
century Japanese Zen master Takasui: “You must doubt deeply, again and again, asking yourself
what the subject of hearing could be. Pay no attention to the various illusory thoughts and ideas
that may occur to you. Only doubt more and more deeply, gathering together in yourself all the
strength that is in you, without aiming at anything or expecting anything in advance, without
intending to be enlightened and without even intending not to be enlightened; become like a
child within your own breast.”4 This is “great doubt,” so-called, according to Keiji Nishitani,
because it refers to “the consciousness of our mode of being and way of existing in response to
the great matter of birth and death.”5
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DonnaSonoma, “Here is another excellent read from Stephen Batchelor. Here is another
excellent read from Stephen Batchelor. As a newcomer to Buddhism, its history and
metaphysics, I have appreciated seeingBuddhism through Mr. Batchelor's eyes, mind and heart.
The Faith to Doubt offers his thoughts and experiences during his years at a Korean monastery.
As with his other books, a thoughtful and informed overview of the history of Buddhism as it
morphs its way through various cultures is offered. I find myself entranced and inspired.”

Dave Murray, “He seems to have evolved. Having previously read "Buddhism without Beliefs"
and "Confession of a Buddhist Atheist" I found a few surprises. In the appendix and afterward he
expressed doubt in the idea of a stripped to the essentials Buddhism for the West which was an
idea that I got from his previous books.That aside, but on my mind since it was the last
impression, I really liked his primary themes.I will be reflecting upon"what is that?" for a while.
The relationship between the technical calculation attitude which is my norm and the this cannot
be solved with calculated logic is also something to reflect upon.Perhaps I have grown too
comfortable with my agnosticism. Yes, some things are certainly unknowable through logical
process, but I may well be blocking out a benefit of meditation with my too Western mind.The
book is both a good read and a source of lessons which might, hopefully, shape my
practice.Don't think that having read his other books there will be nothing new, or should I say,
unexpected.”

White Crane, “Actually a very good book. I actually bought this book once, got rid of it out of
frustration, then got redirected back to it and was much more ready to read it the next time.
Maybe hand onto it and go back to it if you need to”

Nicholas Aalders, “Reflections for the lone traveler. Its title alone is a deep meditation. For me,
the central significance of this book is that it tries to show how easily the path can lead into the
trap of dogma. It also brings us to consider how culture and language obscure that which is
already known to all of us. Stephen Batchelor has endeavoured to show that teachings are at
their very best only a rough guide to enlightenment, and that we have to avoid using them as a
specific map. As soon as we think a certain teaching or method is 'the right way', we limit our
chances of awakening. We have to anticipate awakening without the limitations of knowledge
and expectation, even without anticipation!If you are a struggling on your own, then you should
read this book. But it is also a challenge for established paths.”

SteveSelf, “Five Stars. Great book. But note that this is a re-issue of an older title.”

Rick Miller, “pretty much, read all of Stephen Batchelor. I, pretty much, read all of Stephen
Batchelor, He's walked the walk via a Buddhist Monk and is a very smart Man and a mindful



author (as is His team). I use a Kindle to read or be read to (old eyes). This seems to be a way to
bring Buddhism to the West by making it seem secular and philosophical. The universe of your
own mind will venture into a path it sees as plausible, follow your gut, it is part of your brain vis
our nervous system...seriously.”

Dragon Phoenix, “faith to doubt. I bought this book because I love the title and respect the
author. This book has short chapters, reads much like a journal. Batchelor is giving his
experience in Buddhism and his process in coming to his own faith. Anyone who has had to
question their religion knows that it's not easy to doubt. In fact, in some religions it's almost sinful
to doubt. But for a thinking individual, it's a right of passage in anyone's spiritual journey. I am half
way through the book and enjoying his journey as it helps me reflect on mine.”

Bradley Johnston, “Five Stars. Good read”

Derek, “Five Stars. A great read. Doubt often gives clarity. Zen is not a believers world.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great reading that helped me dare to trust my "doubt". Great reading
that helped me dare to trust my "doubt"; to appreciate the difference between "faith to doubt"
from "blocking doubt"; and the courage and faith required to do it.”

John Verdon, “Questioning toward awakening. Batchelor has brought great clarity to the path of
meditation - this book and other by him enable the reader to grasp Buddha's teaching without
cultural encrustation. Here he offers the necessary view that questioning is more important than
finding the answers.”

The book by Stephen Batchelor has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 33 people have provided feedback.
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